Abstract-Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a powerful and widely used tool for dimensionality reduction. However, the principal components generated are linear combinations of all the original variables and this often makes interpreting results and root-cause analysis difficult. Forward Selection Component Analysis (FSCA) is a recent technique that overcomes this difficulty by performing variable selection and dimensionality reduction at the same time. This paper provides, for the first time, a detailed presentation of the FSCA algorithm, and introduces a number of new variants of FSCA that incorporate a refinement step to improve performance. We then show different applications of FSCA and compare the performance of the different variants with PCA and Sparse PCA. The results demonstrate the efficacy of FSCA as a low information loss dimensionality reduction and variable selection technique and the improved performance achievable through the inclusion of a refinement step.
INTRODUCTION
T HE need to analyse large volumes of multivariate data is an increasingly common occurrence in many areas of science, engineering and business. In order to build more interpretable models or to reduce the cost of data collection it is important to discover good compact representations of high-dimensional datasets. This leads to the fundamental problem of dimensionality reduction. Many methods have been developed to perform supervised dimensionality reduction [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] . Given an input matrix X 2 R mÂv (containing m measurements of v variables) and an output value y 2 R m these methods try to understand what subset of variables, or derived features of X optimally explain y. Dimensionality reduction can also be defined as an unsupervised problem. In this case we look for the subset of variables/derived features that retain the maximum information content with respect to the original set of variables, in the sense of being able to reconstruct the full data matrix X. Different unsupervised dimensionality reduction techniques have been proposed. Some of them, such as [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , have been developed with the goal of maximising performance when used as a pre-processing step in clustering or classification algorithms, while others, such as [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , have been developed in order to obtain the optimal reconstruction of the full dataset. Among this latter group Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is the best known and most widely used technique [11] . PCA provides the most efficient linear transformation of data to a lower dimensional space and is relatively straight forward to compute. It has found many applications in chemometrics and other fields where datasets are encountered involving large numbers of variables with significant levels of inter-variable correlation and hence redundancy (see for example [13] and [14] ). However, while PCA provides a compact representation of a multivariate dataset, it does not lend itself to identification of the most representative subset of variables within the data. This is a consequence of the fact that the latent variables (principal components) generated by PCA are a linear combination of all original variables, making the most significant variables difficult to determine [15] . This is especially true in the case of highly correlated datasets due to the grouping effect, whereby the contribution of a group of highly correlated variables to a given principal component is distributed evenly across all variables in the group. While this characteristic is beneficial in terms of noise suppression, it means that the contribution of individual variables can be small making important variables appear insignificant. Hence, tasks such as identification of key variables, root-cause analysis and model interpretation can be challenging using PCA.
Consequently, various approaches have been developed to obtain sparse approximations of PCA. The simplest strategy is to manually set to 0 the values of the principal components (PCs) that are smaller than a given threshold but this can lead to significant variables being missed if they are part of a group of highly correlated variables [16] , [15] . More sophisticated approaches such as SCoTLASS [17] , DSPCA [18] , sparse PCA [19] , sPCA-rSVD [20] , SOCA [21] and [22] use a lasso like L 1 or L 0 penalty or are formulated as constrained maximization problems in order to encourage sparsity in the PCA loadings. However, these methods are generally computationally intensive and difficult to use and interpret due to the need to establish the appropriate level of sparsity for each PC computed.
These challenges motivated the second author to develop a technique called Forward Selection Component Analysis (FSCA) which seeks to identify a small number of key variables that are representative of the observed variance across all variables. FSCA was initially introduced in the context of Optical Emission Spectroscopy (OES) data analysis of plasma etch processes [23] where isolating a small number of wavelengths is important for understanding the underlying plasma chemistry. More recently, FSCA has been found to be a particularly effective tool for optimising measurement site selection for spatial wafer metrology in semiconductor manufacturing [24] . The method works by iteratively deriving a set of orthogonal components which are a function of only a subset of the original variables, and which sequentially maximize the explained variance. At one level FSCA can be regarded as the unsupervised counterpart of Forward Selection Regression in that it returns a set of Forward Selected Variables (FSVs), but equally it retains some of the characteristics and utility of PCA in that it also returns a set of Forward Selection Components (FSCs) which form an orthogonal basis. This allows, for example, the contributions of individual components to be easily isolated.
In this paper, we present for the first time, a complete description of the FSCA procedure and algorithms, drawing parallels with PCA as appropriate. In addition, motivated by the success of a two stage algorithm proposed in [25] , [26] for stepwise regression based methods, we propose a number of new variants of FSCA that incorporate a similar backward refinement step. Specifically, we introduce four backward refinement variants, which we call Single, and Multi-pass Backward Refinement FSCA (denoted as SPBR-FSCA and MPBR-FSCA); and Recursive Single, and Recursive Multi-pass Backward Refinement FSCA (denoted as R-SPBR-FSCA and R-MPBR-FSCA). Then, with the aid of a number of case studies, we demonstrate the utility of FSCA, the enhanced performance obtained with the new variants, and provide comparisons with PCA and Sparse PCA.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Related work on variable selection techniques is identified in Section 2, followed by the algorithmic descriptions of PCA and FSCA in Section 3. Section 4 introduces the new backward refinement FSCA algorithms. Then comparative results and analysis are provided in Sections 5 and 6 for simulated and real world case studies, respectively. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 7.
RELATED WORK
A variety of variable selection methods have been developed based on making comparisons with or extracting information from a PCA decomposition of the data matrix (e.g., [27] , [28] , [29] , [30] and [31] ). Other approaches employ clustering of features using a suitable feature similarity metric as the basis for variable selection (e.g., [5] , [7] and [12] ). Recently [32] proposed a novel L 1 regularised formulation for the unsupervised variable selection problem which has a similar philosophy to sparse PCA and can be thought of as the unsupervised counterpart of LASSO [1] . In addition to FSCA, two other techniques which can be considered as performing direct variable selection are the algorithms by Whitley et al. [33] and Wei and Billings [34] , both of which employ orthogonalisation procedures. In the former, variables are selected based on sequentially finding the variables in the dataset that are most uncorrelated with linear combinations of the variables already selected, while in the latter the criterion used for variable selection is the maximum average squared correlation with all other variables in the dataset. Wei and Billings's algorithm, which they refer to as Forward Orthogonal Search (FOS), is similar in character to FSCA and, as will be discussed in Section 3.2, yields identical results to FSCA if the data is appropriately pre-scaled. Recently [35] introduced a kernel extension of variable selection that enables non-linear relationships between variables to be taken into account, while [36] developed an efficient parallel implementation for data parallel distributed computing that scales well for large problems. Both these algorithms are equivalent to FSCA in terms of the sequence of variables selected, but operate directly in the variable space rather than producing FSCs.
While FSCA and the proposed backward refinement variants are specifically designed for unsupervised variable selection, we note that they have a number of characteristics in common with more general machine learning and signal processing dictionary selection, sparse representation and supervised variable selection problems with regard to the use of greedy forward selection and backward refinement steps. In [37] , for example, a supervised dictionary selection framework is developed for spare representation of a set of signals where the dictionary elements are recursively selected from a candidate set D using a greedy forward selection algorithm. FSCA can be regarded as a special case of this framework, where the signals to be represented are also the set of candidate dictionary elements D.
In the supervised context, in particular, various backward refinement algorithms have been proposed to address the non-optimality of greedy selection. Two notable examples are the FoBa algorithm by Zhang [38] for learning sparse representations and the Orthogonal Matching Pursuit with Replacement (OMPR) algorithm by Jain et al. [39] for compressed sensing. In FoBa following each greedy selection step a backward variable elimination step is performed to remove variables that are not contributing to the model. The backward step is aggressive in that it allows a small increase in error when a variable is removed. This is limited to be half the error reduction in the corresponding forward selection step such that algorithm convergence is guaranteed. In OMPR an initial set of variables k is randomly selected and then a refinement step is repeatedly performed in which variables are replaced with new ones from the candidate set using a gradient based update procedure.
The backward refinement FSCA algorithms presented in this paper share some similarities with both FoBa and OMPR. FoBa is essentially a recursive multi-pass backward refinement procedure, but differs from R-MPBR-FSCA in that variables are removed rather than replaced in the refinement step. In addition, while our refinement algorithms are strictly hill climbing, i.e., variables are only replaced if they lead to an improvement in performance, they can easily be adapted to employ the more aggressive backward refinement step of FoBa. Both OMPR and backward refinement FSCA employ a variable replacement strategy, and while OMPR differs substantially from FSCA algorithmically, it can be regarded as a multi-pass backward refinement approach, but with the k components initialized randomly, rather than being obtained as the output of a forward selection procedure.
More generally, convex relaxations of the variable selection problem are a particular case of optimization over convex hulls of an atomic set [40] , which can be effectively solved using greedy Frank-Wolfe (aka conditional gradient) type algorithms [41] . In this context [42] have developed an optimization procedure called CoGEnT for general atomicnorm regularization problems which incorporates both a greedy forward selection step and an aggressive backward refinement step and is effectively a generalization of FoBa to atomic norms.
DATA DECOMPOSITION AND RECONSTRUCTION
Given a matrix X 2 R mÂv representing a dataset with m measurements of v variables, where each variable can be considered without loss of generality to be normalised to have zero mean, different techniques can be used to obtain a more compact representation of X. Our aim is to estimate a matrix S 2 R mÂk , where k < rankðXÞ minðm; vÞ, such that it is possible to obtain a good reconstruction of X by linear regression on SX
In general, given a regressor matrix S, the optimal least square error linear reconstruction of the original signal X is given by
where (k Á k F ) is the Frobenius norm. The solution to (2) is the well known least-squares solution:
Hence, defining the projection matrix
for a given matrix S, the optimal linear reconstruction of X can be expressed asX
Different metrics can be used to quantify the approximation error between the matrix X and its reconstructionX (such as element-wise or induced L 1 , L 2 and L 1 norms ofX À X). The metric that is often considered when working with Principal Component Analysis, and the one adopted here, is the percentage of explained variance, that is, the percentage of the variance observed in X explained byX. Noting that the columns of X have been defined as having zero mean, this can be expressed in terms of the Frobenius norm as
While V X ðXÞ is unbounded in the negative direction for arbitraryX, whenX is computed as a projection of X onto the subspace spanned by S, as given by equation (5) 
Principal Component Analysis
Principal Component Analysis is one of the most common and widely used dimensionality reduction techniques. The PCA decomposition of X is defined aŝ
where P k 2 R vÂk is an orthonormal matrix, computed as the first k ordered eigenvectors of the data covariance matrix X T X (in descending eigenvalue order), and T k 2 R mÂk is the geometric projection of X on the columns of P k , that is
Here, p i and t i are the ith columns of P k and T k , respectively. If k ¼ r ¼ rankðXÞ then the PCA decomposition is exact and
Otherwise, if k < rankðXÞ PCA provides the best rank k approximation to X [11] , that is, P k is the solution to the optimisation problem
Consequently, it follows that when S is restricted to k columns, the optimal choice is S ¼ T k , in which case Q ¼ P T k . Various algorithms exist for computing the PCA decomposition. Among these the most popular are the singular value decomposition (SVD) and the Nonlinear Iterative Partial Least Squares (NIPALS) [43] algorithms. While SVD is more numerically robust and efficient when a full PCA decomposition is required, the advantage of NIPALS is that it computes the PCA decomposition iteratively, one principal component (PC) at a time, in descending order. This makes it highly efficient in high dimensional problems where typically only a small number of PCs need to be computed. For completeness, and to facilitate comparison with FSCA presented in the next section, a description of the NIPALS algorithm is provided in Algorithm 1 (Fig. 1 ).
Foward Selection Component Analysis
In contrast to PCA which produces a reduced set of new variables (PCs) that are linear combinations of all existing variables, Forward Selection Component Analysis derives a set of new variables (FSCs) that are a function of only a subset of the original variables that maximise the explained variance. This is achieved using the iterative procedure detailed in Algorithm 2 (Fig. 2) . The FSCA algorithm returns:
A matrix Z k composed of a subset of the columns of X (FSVs) ranked according to how well they contribute to the reconstruction of X. A matrix of FSCA components (FSCs) M k . The first column of M k is equivalent to the first column of Z k . The second column of M k is a function of the first and the second column of Z k and so on. In general the kth FSC will be defined as a function of itself and of the previous k À 1 components and so is a function of the first k selected variables. A matrix of FSCA loadings U k .
FSCA leads to a decomposition of X of the form
where M k is an orthogonal matrix of Forward Selection Components. Equivalently we can express the decomposition directly in terms of the Forward Selection Variables,
Here
k are the corresponding least squares regression coefficients, that is
In a similar fashion to NIPALS, the FSCs generated by FSCA are ordered in descending order in terms of the variance of X explained. Furthermore, by virtue of their orthogonality the variance contribution of the ith FSC is simply obtained as ðm
A similar expression holds for PCA, but since P k is an orthonormal matrix this reduces to t T i t i . The FSV decomposition could be computed directly, rather than as a by-product of the FSC computation by solving
and setting Z k ¼ ½Z kÀ1 x i k , with Z 0 ¼ ;. However, the results are equivalent for a given number of components, that isX
In particular, once Z k has been computed, the corresponding FSC matrix M k can be obtained as the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization of Z k . Thus an alternative FSV based implementation of FSCA is as given in Algorithm 3 (Fig. 3 ). Note that steps 5 and 7 are place holders for the refinement step which will be introduced in Section 4 and are not part of the basic algorithm, which we will refer to as the FSV algorithm (FSVA). If we are only interested in FSVs steps 8 and 9 can be omitted, in which case the algorithm corresponds to the feature selection methods presented in [35] and [36] .
Since PCA provides the optimal representation in terms maximising the variance explained (equation 10) it follows that
Hence PCA can be regarded as providing an upper bound on the performance achievable with FSCA with a given number of variables k, or equivalently a lower bound on the number of variables needed to achieve a desired reconstruction accuracy.
Computational Complexity of FSCA
The computation time of the FSCA algorithm (Algorithm 2 (Fig. 2) ) is dominated by the combinatorial optimisation problem in step 4. It is relatively straight forward to show that maximising the explained variance is equivalent to maximising the Rayleigh Quotient of XX T (see Appendix A, available in the online supplemental material), that is
which can be computed efficiently as
It is interesting to note that the corresponding expression for maximising the average squared correlation metric employed in the FOS algorithm proposed by Wei and Billing [34] is
Hence, while the FOS optimization objective has an additional scaling factor in the denominator, both algorithms will in fact yield identical results provided the columns of the data matrix X are normalised so that they are all the same length (x T j x j will then be invariant with respect to j).
It is also worth noting that if x i is not constrained to be a column of X the solution to (15) is the largest eigenvector of XX T , but this is simply the direction of the score vector t 1 corresponding to the first PC of the data. This suggests an alternative variable selection approach, as proposed by Cui and Dy [31] , whereby the first variable selected is the one that is most closely correlated with the first PC. In subsequent steps the selected variables are the closest to the first PC of the corresponding residual matrix. The approach, referred to as Orthogonal Principal Feature Selection (OPFS), is in general only an approximation to FSCA. This can be deduced as follows. Recalling the definition of the PCA decomposition in equations (7), (8) , and (9), the FSCA optimization objective (equation 15) can be expressed as
or equivalently as
where j ð¼ t T j t j Þ is the variance contribution of the jth PC. In contrast the OPFS optimization objective corresponds to
Thus, while OPFS selects variables based on their squared correlation with the first PC, FSCA selects them based on the variance-weighted average squared correlation with all PCs. Hence, the sequence of variables selected by OPFS will in general differ from, and explain less variance than, the variables selected by FSCA.
If FSCA is computed using the FSVA implementation (Fig. 3) an efficient solution can be obtained by noting that the combinatorial optimisation problem in equation (14) is equivalent to
Recalling the definition of F (equation (4)) this can be recast as
where q jðiÞ ¼ Z We can take two steps to substantially reduce the computation time for these terms. First, as proposed in [35] , [36] , an Oðk 2 Þ complexity recursive computation of the matrix inverse can be obtained by taking advantage of the fact that
where r ðiÞ ¼ Z kÀ1 x i , and a ðiÞ ¼ x T i x i , and applying block matrix inversion algebra to obtain an expression for ðZ 
In contrast direct calculation of the matrix inverse has Oðk 3 Þ computational complexity.
Second, evaluating the terms q jðiÞ , r ðiÞ and a ðiÞ all involve computing vector products x T i x j many times, with substantial repetition both within each variable selection iteration and between iterations. This repetition can be eliminated by precomputing the covariance matrix C ¼ X T X, where c ij ¼ x T i x j , at the cost of Oðv 2 mÞ floating point operations (flops) and Oðv 2 Þ additional memory. Table 1 shows the estimated complexity in terms of floating point operations for computing k FSCs with the FSCA and FSVA algorithms, with and without the covariance 
and PC denotes implementation with precomputed covariance matrix. matrix precomputed, while Fig. 4 shows how complexity varies as a function of v and m for specific combinations of the other dimensions. As can be seen, the reduction in complexity is of the order Oðk 2 Þ for FSVA. Precomputing C is also beneficial for FSCA, but the impact is less significant since it has to be re-computed at each iteration due to the deflation step. That said, a factor of two reduction in computational complexity is achieved for FSCA. All algorithms scale quadratically with v and linearly with m, but differ in how they behave with respect to k, with FSCA implementations growing linearly and FSVA implementations growing cubically. If precomputing the covariance matrix is not an issue, the preferred algorithm is FSVA when k < ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 1:5m p (approx.) and FSCA otherwise. FSCA is substantially superior to FSVA when the covariance matrix is not precomputed and also outperforms precomputed FSVA when k > ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 3m p . When the computational burden of FSCA becomes prohibitive OPFS may offer an attractive compromise due to its significantly lower computational complexity. In OPFS the PC needed at each step can be computed efficiently using NIPALS yielding and algorithm with Oðð4a þ 8ÞmvÞ complexity per selected variable, compared to order Oðmv 2 Þ with FSCA. Here, a denotes the average number of iterations per selected variable for the NIPALS algorithm to converge. It is a function of the spread of the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix C, and hence problem dependent.
FSCA WITH BACKWARD REFINEMENT
Ideally we would like to find the subset of k columns of X (variables) that can optimally reconstruct X, that is
However, this is an NP hard combinatorial optimisation problem (requires the evaluation of v k À Á ¼ v!=ððv À kÞ!k!Þ possible combinations of the variables). In general FSCA and other greedy local search approaches are sub optimal (i.e., they are not guaranteed to find the optimal subset of variables according to the defined optimization criteria), but they represent a pragmatic solution as searching over all possible subsets quickly becomes computationally intractable with increasing problem dimension.
As a consequence of the greedy strategy adopted by FSCA variables that are selected in early iterations of the algorithm can become redundant as other variables are included in later iterations. This can result in sub-optimal solutions and can also be detrimental to the performance of some applications, for example, the clustering application which will be presented in Section 6.3. To overcome this weakness, we propose introducing a backward refinement step similar to that presented in [25] , [26] for forward selection regression applications, where, following completion of the forward selection process, selected variables are reviewed to see if they are still relevant and replaced if they are not.
Denoting Z ðjÞ k ðx i Þ as matrix Z k with its jth column replaced by x i , that is
where e j is a vector with its jth element equal to 1 and all others elements equal to zero, we define z j 2 Z k as relevant if
This backward refinement step can be performed either at steps 5 or 7 of the FSV implementation of the FSCA algorithm, as highlighted in Algorithm 3 (Fig. 3) . When placed at step 7 the refinement step is only undertaken once after the FSV algorithm has completed. In contrast, the refinement step is executed following the addition of each new variable if placed at step 5. We will refer to this latter implementation as recursive backward refinement. There are also two flavours of the refinement step itself. In the first, referred to as Single-Pass Backward Refinement (SPBR) (summarised in Algorithm 4 (Fig. 5) ), the relevance of each variable is evaluated in turn moving sequentially through the variables from the oldest to the newest. In the second, to take account of the fact that variables that are initially relevant may become irrelevant following refinements to variables later in the sequence, the process is repeated until a complete pass occurs without any refinements taking place. This version of the algorithm (summarised in Algorithm 5 (Fig. 6) ) is referred to as Multi-Pass Backward Refinement (MPBR).
Note that by virtue of the sequencing of operations in each algorithm it follows that
However, no such statement can be made with regard to R-SPBR or R-MPBR as they may follow different 'hill climbing' solution paths and hence it is possible for the solutions to be inferior to the non-recursive implementations when k > 2.
One of the side-effects of employing the backward refinement step is that it breaks the ordering of selected variables in terms of variance explained. If recovering this ordering is desirable, an additional modified FSV step can be performed on Z k with respect to X after the refinement process has been completed (i.e., between Step 7 and 8 in Algorithm 3 (Fig. 3) ). As summarised in Algorithm 6 (Fig. 7) , this involves recursively selecting the variables in Z k based on how much of the variance of X that they explain.
Computational Complexity of Backward Refinement
The inclusion of backward refinement has major implications for the complexity of FSCA. The lowest complexity implementation is SPBR, which involves a combinatorial search of similar complexity to the basic FSV algorithm (equation (22)), the only difference being that Z is now a fixed size matrix, that is Z ðiÞ ! Z ðjÞ k ðx i Þ, where Z ðjÞ k ðx i Þ is as defined in equation (26) . Since the covariance matrix, and hence the q jðiÞ terms, will have already been precomputed for the forward selection step, the only concern is the development of an efficient recursive update procedure for the inverse matrix ðZ 
where
It then follows, by application of the matrix inversion lemma [44] , specifically the Sherman-Morrison formula [45] 
This recursive inverse update can be computed in Oð8k 2 þ 4k þ 6Þ flops and hence has Oð8k 2 Þ complexity, which compares favourably to the Oð4k 2 Þ complexity of the forward step inverse (equation (24)). The overall additional complexity of executing SPBR is then Oð2v 2 k 3 þ 8vk 3 Þ. In contrast, the recursive SPBR implementation contributes Oð0:5v 2 k 4 þ 2vk 4 Þ additional complexity. Since repetition of the MPBR loop is dependent on refinements taking place in the previous pass, the number of repetitions and hence overall algorithm complexity of the multipass implementations cannot be determined a priori. If we denote the average number of repetitions as then their complexity can be expressed as times the complexity of the corresponding SPBR and recursive SPBR implementations. The optional reordering step has Oð2vk 3 Þ complexity. Hence, the overall algorithm complexity of FSVA with Backward refinement is
for non-recursive implementations and
for recursive implementations, where ¼ 1 corresponds to SPBR and > 1 MPBR.
SIMULATED DATASETS
In this section various simulated datasets are used to highlight the differences between FSCA and FSCA with backward refinement. The algorithms considered are:
FSCA: Forward Selection Component Analysis (Algorithms 2 or 3 (Figs. 2 or 3) ) Comparisons are also made with PCA, the Orthogonal Principal Feature Selection approximation to FSCA (OPFS), and Sparse PCA where appropriate.
Example 1: Four Distinct Variables
As a first example we define four base variables w 0 ; x 0 ; y 0 ; z 0 $ Nð0; 1Þ, 20 noise variables 1 ; . . . ; 20 $ Nð0; 0:1Þ and two larger noise variables 21 ; 22 $ Nð0; 0:4Þ. These variables are used to generate a subset of variables similar to w 0 :
...;5 , a subset of variables similar to x 0 :
...;5 , a subset of variables similar to y 0 :
, a subset of variables similar to z 0 :
...;5 and two additional redundant variables defined as
The complete dataset is then defined as X ¼ ½w 0 ; . . . ; w 5 ; x 0 ; . . . ; x 5 ; y 0 ; . . . ; y 5 ; z 0 ; . . . ; z 5 ; h 1 ; h 2 , with X 2 R mÂ26 . Hence, by design the dataset is highly redundant, with only 4 of the 26 variables independent. As such, the information it contains can be optimally summarized by the four base variables ðw 0 ; x 0 ; y 0 ; z 0 Þ. Table 2 shows the variance explained by PCA, OPFS, FSCA and the 4 backward refinement FSCA enhancements as a function of the number of selected variables k for an instance of the dataset with m ¼ 1000, while Table 3 shows the sets of variables selected by FSCA, SPBR and OPFS for each value of k. Results for MPBR, R-SPBR and R-MPBR are omitted from Table 3 as they are identical to SPBR.
When FSCA is applied to this dataset in general the first FSV will be h 1 and the second will be h 2 , or viva versa, as dictated by the noise realization. Subsequent selections are then from among the base variables until at k ¼ 6 all four based variables are selected. Hence, the initial selections become redundant as additional variables are added. As expected the backward refinement algorithms explain greater variance than FSCA when k ¼ 3; 4 and 5. Note, that at k ¼ 4 the refinement of the FSCA solution by SPBR identifies the optimum set of variables (i.e., the four base variables), hence there is no scope for further improvement by the more advanced refinement algorithms.
For comparison purposes OPFS results are also presented in the tables. As can be seen, the variable selections for k ¼ 1 and 2 are the same as FSCA, but thereafter OPFS takes a different path, and ends with a suboptimal solution at k ¼ 6 (explained variance of 96 percent versus 99 percent). The performance of OPFS varies considerably for different instances of the dataset. This is illustrated in Fig. 8 , which shows the variation in performance of each method over 200 different dataset realizations with m ¼ 100 when selecting k ¼ 4 and 6 components. FSCA also shows considerable variation in performance but is in general superior to OPFS. A pairwise comparison of the variance explained by OPFS and FSCA over 1,000 repetitions of the dataset shows that OPFS only outperforms FSCA 2 percent of the time. In contrast, SPBR and the other refinement algorithms are consistently superior to FSCA and OPFS and show little variation in performance over the different dataset realizations.
Example 2: Block Redundancy
In this example the dataset consists of a block of independent variables X 0 augmented by a second block of noise perturbed redundant variables X 1 generated as a linear combination of the variables in X 0 . In particular we define:
uÂðvÀuÞ : f i;j $ Nð0; 1Þ 2 R nÂðvÀuÞ : i;j $ Nð0; 0:1Þ 
; h 2 ; w 0 ; z 0 g 5 fh 1 ; h 2 ; x 0 ; z 0 ; w 0 g fy 0 ; h 1 ; x 0 ; z 0 ; w 0 g fh 1 ; h 2 ; w 0 ; z 0 ; y 0 g 6 fh 1 ; h 2 ; x 0 ; z 0 ; w 0 ; y 0 g fx 0 ; y 0 ; w 0 ; z 0 ; h 1 ; h 2 g fh 1 ; h 2 ; w 0 ; z 0 ; y 0 ; w 2 g 
We generated 1,000 instances of this dataset for different values of u and v for n ¼ 200 and in each case computed a k ¼ u components FSCA, SPBR, R-SPBR, MPBR and R-MPBR. The variance explained by the k components selected by each algorithm averaged over the 1,000 repetitions is reported in Table 4 . The table also reports S c , the percentage of true variables selected by each method, defined as
As expected, the introduction of a refinement step consistently increases the explained variance relative to FSCA with SPBR reducing unexplained variance by 50-64 percent and MPBR reducing it by 58-73 percent. There is no appreciable difference between the performance of the recursive and non-recursive implementations of each algorithm. A similar pattern is observed with respect to the number of true variables selected by each method, FSCA: 12-22 percent, SPBR/ R-SPBR: 35-49 percent and MPBR/R-MPBR: 66-82 percent.
Noting that PCA provides an upper bound on achievable explained variance for a given number of components, Fig. 9 shows the variance explained by FSCA and the various backward refinement algorithms with k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 12 selected components for the case where u ¼ 10, v ¼ 30 and n ¼ 1; 000, expressed as a percentage of the variance explained by the equivalent number of PCs obtained using PCA. As can be seen, SPBR consistently provides improved performance over FSCA for k > 1. For values of k in the vicinity of the true dimensionality of the data, MPBR is marginally superior to SPBR (57.5 versus 49.2 percent reduction in unexplained variance at k ¼ 10, 11.8 versus 9.7 percent at k ¼ 8 and 27.0 versus 23.9 percent at k ¼ 12). In general the improvement due to backward refinement decreases rapidly as k increases beyond the true dimensionality of the data.
Example 3: Sparse PCA Dataset
This example is a simulated dataset used in [19] to assess the performance of the sparse PCA algorithm introduced therein. The dataset is generated by three hidden variables v 1 ; v 2 ; v 3 v 1 $ Nð0; 290Þ v 2 $ Nð0; 300Þ. v 3 ¼ À0:3v 1 þ 0:952v 2 þ where $ Nð0; 1Þ. and 10 observed variables
The final data matrix X 2 R nÂ10 is then defined as X ¼ ½x 1 ; . . . ; x 10 , where n ¼ 1; 000 is the number of samples.
The results reported in Table 5 , which are for a single realization of the dataset, show that both FSCA and SPBR with two components explain more than 99 percent of the total variance. In general, for other realizations FSCA will always select either x 9 or x 10 as one of the two variables. SPBR and MPBR will instead select one variable from the group generated by v 1 and one of from the group generated by v 2 . PCA and SPCA assign similar values to similar variables due to the grouping effect. However, as a result they do not omit redundant variables. Thus, while SPCA yields sparse solutions it is not the optimal choice if the objective is to select a compact set of variables to represent the data. The pitprops dataset, originally introduced by [46] as a PCA case study, is a widely used benchmark problem for evaluating the performance of PCA and SPCA like methods. The dataset consists of 180 samples of 13 variables describing properties of timber and was used by the British Forestry Commission in a study to establish if home-grown timber had sufficient strength to be used to provide roof support struts 'Pitprops' for mines. Using the correlation matrix for the dataset provided in [46] we generated 180 samples of a multivariate normal distribution to synthesise an approximation of the original dataset.
For the synthesised dataset six SPCA components were computed for a range of different values of the penalty . For each value of the number of uniquely selected variables was identified and then the corresponding number of FSVs computed with FSCA, SPBR, R-SPBR, MPBR and R-MPBR. The number of variables selected and the percentage of explained variance are reported in Table 6 . In order to provide an upper bound for the percentage of explained variance that can be achieved we have also reported the corresponding values obtained with PCA. From the results it can be observed that SPCA is the method that explains the least variance for a given number of selected variables.
In SPCA the number of selected variables is indirectly chosen through a penalty parameter . In some situations it can be difficult to choose to select a specific number of variables. In our case, for example, it has not been possible to select 1; 2; 8 or 13 variables using SPCA. In particular, observe that for 7 and 11 selected variables SPCA returns two different results. This is due to the fact that two different subsets of 7=11 variables were returned for two different values of . Table 7 lists the variables selected by a six components FSCA, SPBR, MPBR, R-SPBR and R-MPBR together with the set of six variables that maximize the percentage of explained variance (BEST). This set has been determined by evaluating all possible subsets of six variables. Observe that MPBR, R-SPBR and R-MPBR select the same variables as BEST while SPBR replaces the variable 'moist' with 'testsg'. In contrast, FSCA selects only three variables in common with BEST.
Plasma Etch OES Analysis
In semiconductor manufacturing Optimal Emission Spectroscopy is increasingly used to monitor plasma etch processes. Due to the high dimensionality and correlated nature of OES data dimensionality reduction techniques such as PCA are usually employed as a pre-processing step (see for example [12] , [23] , [47] and [48] ). Here we employ a sample OES dataset collected during the processing of a single wafer as a case study for comparing the orthogonal decompositions generated by FSCA and PCA. The OES spectrum in question, plotted in Fig. 10 , consists of optical emission intensity time series data for each of the 2,000 active spectrometer channels (each channel corresponds to a different optical wavelength in the range 192-875 nm). Each time series has 55 samples, hence the resulting dataset is a matrix X 2 R 55Â2;000 of intensity values. The highly correlated nature of the data is evident from Table 8 , which shows that the first 4 PCs and the first four variables selected by FSCA and its backward refinement variants explain more than 99 percent of the variation in data. In Fig. 11 the PCA loadings and scores are compared with the FSVs and FSCs obtained with FSCA. This reveals that the etch process can be analysed using either PCA scores or FSCA components. In particular, observe that the FSCA components and PCA scores tend to have similar trends. As noted previously, the PCA scores are obtained as a linear combination of all 2,000 original variables (as defined by the PCA loadings), while the four FSCs can be expressed as a linear combination of just four original variables (the FSVs). The benefit of being able to trace process variably back to a small number of OES wavelengths is that individual wavelengths map to specific chemical species present in the plasma, enabling process engineers to gain insight into the underlying drivers of process variability. The computation time in seconds for each algorithm in reported in Table 9 for different numbers of computed components/variables selected. As expected, computational time grows rapidly with increasing k for the more complex refinement algorithms. For example, while SPBR is only twice as computationally intensive as FSVA at k ¼ 9 R-MPBR is more than 20 times more computationally intensive.
Wafer Site Optimisation
As a final application example, we evaluate the performance of SPBR, MPBR, R-SPBR and R-MPBR as alternatives to FSCA for the semiconductor wafer metrology site optimisation methodology developed in [24] . The pertinent details are as follows. The objective of the methodology is to use historical metrology data for a set of candidate measurement sites to determine the minimum set of sites that need to be measured in order to accurately reconstruct wafer profiles. The case study dataset consists of production metrology data for a deposition process used in the manufacture of read-write heads, a key component of hard disk drives. The dataset, which was collected over several weeks from a single production tool for the process, contains measurements of 50 candidate sites for 316 wafers. Hence, X 2 R 316Â50 and the site selection problem equates to selecting the subset of columns of X that best describe X. For a detailed description of the problem statement, solution methodology and case study dataset the reader is referred to [24] .
Here, FSCA and the newly proposed backward refinement variants are employed to determine the optimum subset of wafer sites. The percentage of variance explained by each method for different numbers of selected sites (k) is reported in Table 10 . Defining 99 percent variance explained as the minimum reconstruction accuracy threshold, it follows that seven sites are needed when using FSC, while six sites are sufficient when using SPBR, MPBR, R-SPBR and R-MPBR. The PCA results, which are also recorded in Table 10 , show that the lower bound on the number of sites required is 5.
A plot of the variance explained by each of the FSCA based methods as a percentage of the variance explained by PCA is given in Fig. 12 . Again in this example we observe that, as expected, SPBR outperforms FSCA and MPRB outperforms SBBR (to a lesser extent), but that unlike the previous examples, R-SPBR and R-MPBR are sometimes marginally inferior to their non-recursive counterparts (i.e., for k ! 5).
It is also interesting to observe how representative the FSCA selected sites are of the full wafer surface. This can be visualised by clustering the unmeasured sites in k clusters C z 1 ; . . . ; C z k according to their similarity to the k FSCA selected sites. Here, the similarly between an FSCA site, z i , and an unmeasured site, x j , is defined in terms of the impact on reconstruction accuracy of replacing z i with x j . Specifically, denoting the k selected variables as and noting the definition of Z ðiÞ k ðx j Þ given in equation (26), sites are assigned to clusters according to the rule
Fig . 13 shows the clusters obtained with each of the FSCA algorithms for k ¼ 4 and k ¼ 8. The clusters are represented by markers of different colour and/or shape. Of particular note is the variation in spatial consistency of clusters. It is apparent that the refinement steps yield much better spatial consistency of clusters than FSCA, with the biggest improvements occurring with SPBR. Using FSCA 50 percent of the clusters are fragmented for both k ¼ 4 and k ¼ 8, while using SPBR only one cluster (25 percent) is fragmented when k ¼ 4 and none are fragmented when k ¼ 8. MPBR, R-SPBR and R-MPBR yield similar results to SPBR with some minor variation at the boundaries between clusters. It is also noteworthy that in the FSCA plot for k ¼ 8 the 'black star' site is clustered with only one other site which is in a spatially unrelated area of the wafer. These anomalies are a consequence of the sites initially selected by FSCA becoming redundant as additional sites are selected, as discussed in Section 4. This issue, which detracts from the interpretability of clusters, is addressed through the introduction of the backward refinement step.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper has sought to provide a comprehensive presentation of Forward Selection Component Analysis, as the unsupervised counterpart of Forward Selection Regression and an alternative to PCA for dimensionality reduction and variable selection in large highly correlated datasets. A number of alternative FSCA algorithm implementations have been described, namely FSCA and FSVA, with and without pre-computation of the covariance matrix, and their computational complexity analysed. In particular, this analysis reveals that: (1) all algorithms scale linearly with the number of measurements m and quadratically with the number of variables v; (2) FSCA implementations grow linearly with the number of selected variables k, while FSVA implementations grow cubically with k; and (3) the optimum choice of implementation is dependent on the ratio k= ffiffiffiffi ffi m p . In general, it is computationally advantageous to pre-compute and store the covariance matrix when using either FSCA or FSVA, with FSVA computationally the most efficient implementation provided k= ffiffiffiffi ffi m p < ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 1:5 p . FSCA without pre-computation of the covariance matrix is the superior implementation when k= ffiffiffiffi ffi m p > ffiffi ffi 3 p . A number of novel backward refinement variants of FSCA have also been proposed and efficient algorithm implementations developed. Results from simulated and application case studies confirm that the refinements yield improvements in performance relative to FSCA in terms of variance explained for a given number of components/variables selected, better variable selection and, in the case of the wafer site optimisation problem, more coherent FSCA clusters. Overall the key observations are that MPBR is superior to SPBR, which is in turn superior to FSCA, and that there is little, if any, benefit to be gained from employing the recursive formulations (R-SPBR and R-MPBR) over their non-recursive counterparts. Indeed, in some instances the recursive implementations can yield poorer results.
In terms of computational complexity the ordering is FSCA < SPBR < MPBR < R-SPBR < R-MPBR, with SPBR having the same asymptotic complexity as FSCA. It is also noteworthy that the largest relative improvement in performance in terms of variance explained occurs with the change from FSCA to SPBR. As such, for most practical applications SPBR is recommended as it provides a good balance between complexity and quality of results.
In all the case studies presented in the paper algorithm performance is considered in an unsupervised context, as this is the natural framework for comparing unsupervised variable selection techniques. The interested reader is referred to Appendix B, available in the online supplemental material, for a supplementary linear regression case study where performance is also assessed in a supervised context. Specifically, FSCA and its variants are employed to select the model inputs from a large candidate set, and performance is evaluated in terms of the prediction capability of the resulting models.
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